
DRAGON WARRIORS

Bestiary Errata

This document contains all the errata that we have found in the Magnum Opus Press Dragon 
Warriors Bestiary, no matter how trivial. If you’ve spotted something that you think we’ve missed, 
please drop us a line (to hello@magnumopuspress.com) and we’ll include it in the next revision.

ERRATA
p. 4, Gorgon
The Gorgon does appear in the Bestiary, but was omitted from the Contents list and the index on p. 
88. It appears on pp. 35-36.

p. 9, first column, third paragraph, third sentence
“provide an chance encounter” should be “provide a chance encounter”.
 
p. 14, first column, third paragraph
The reader is referred to “Book One” for more information on Dragons. It should refer to p. 32 of 
the Bestiary.

p. 19, Elves
The text says that Elves have an Assassin’s Stealth and Perception, but should add that because of 
their Elfsight they do not suffer the usual –5 penalty for dim light, hence the stats in the example 
being 5 points higher than an Assassin’s usual scores.

p. 28, Wolves
‘in packs robbing forays’ should be ‘in packs on robbing forays’.

p. 44, Sphinx
In the clause “they are consequently some five tunes bigger”, “tunes” should be “times”.

p. 66, Hellion
No rules are given for determining the rank-equivalent of a Hellion. The GM should make use his 
or her judgement to decide one. As a guideline, you could work out the average of all the d100 rolls 
used to create the creature, and divide that total by 10.

p. 66, Shadow Gaunt
Ignore the words “In this particular instance, the gaunt has cast Shadowfall on the cavern, causing 
the premature darkness.” Sloppy editing on our part; we are profoundly sorry.

p. 70, Hellrot
First paragraph, third sentence. Remove the unnecessary comma in the sentence “...flap across the, 
land, blighting crops...”

pp. 78-87, Undead chapter



The page-headers reading ‘Undead’ should be on the right-hand pages, not the left-hand pages. 
Obviously. (Sound of editorial facepalm.)

p.83, Revenant entry, stat block
The Rank-equivalent is not listed. It should be 13.
The line “Ancient Hauberk, etc.” should be under Armour Factor, not Attack.

p. 85, Vampire
There is no rank-equivalent listed for either the “ranked” or “unranked” varieties of Vampire. An 
unranked Vampire has a rank-equivalent of 6; a ranked Vampire has a rank-equivalent of their rank 
plus 5.

Thanks for their high Perception to Simon Fernandes, Wayne Imlach, Paul Vermeren and Andrew 
Wright.
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